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Picture Books

Annable, Graham *PETER & ERNESTO: The Lost Sloths*

Goodrich, Carter *NOBODY HUGS A CACTUS*

Hall, Michael *MONKEY TIME*

Khan, Hena *UNDER MY HIJAB*

Marino, Gianna *JUST LIKE MY BROTHER*

McDaniel, Breanna J. *HANDS UP!*

Reynolds, Shauna LaVoy *POETREE*
Sullivan, Rosana  *MOMMY SAYANG*  

Tahe, Rose Ann & Nancy Bo Flood  *FIRST LAUGH WELCOME BABY!*  

Underwood, Deborah  *THE PANDA PROBLEM*  

**Beginning Readers**

Daywalt, Drew  *WHAT IS INSIDE THIS BOX?*  

Daywalt, Drew  *THIS IS MY FORT!*  

Gutman, Dan  *RAPPY AND HIS FAVORITE THINGS*  

Milgrim, David  *LOOK OUT! A STORM!*  

Willems, Mo & Dan Santat  *HAROLD & HOG PRETEND FOR REAL*  

**Nonfiction Picture Books**

Alexander, Kwame  *THE UNDEFEATED*  

Head, Georgia  *BOOM! BELLOW! BLEAT!: Animal Poems for Two or More Voices*  
Early Chapter Books

Angleberger, Tom *DIDI DODO, FUTURE SPY: Recipe for Disaster!*

Blakemore, Megan Frazer *FRANKIE SPARKS AND THE CLASS PET*

Faruqi, Saadia *MEET YASMIN!*